Abstract. In this paper we consider the lens rigidity problem with partial data for conformal metrics in the presence of a magnetic field on a compact manifold of dimension ≥ 3 with boundary. We show that one can uniquely determine the conformal factor and the magnetic field near a strictly convex (with respect to the magnetic geodesics) boundary point where the lens data is accessible. We also prove a boundary rigidity result with partial data assuming the lengths of magnetic geodesics joining boundary points near a strictly convex boundary point are known. The local lens rigidity result also leads to a global rigidity result under some strictly convex foliation condition. A discussion of a weaker version of the lens rigidity problem with partial data for general smooth curves is given at the end of the paper.
Introduction and main results
Given a Riemannian manifold (M, g), endowed with a magnetic field Ω, that is a closed 2-form, we consider the law of motion described by
where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection of g with the Christoffel symbols {Γ i jk } and Y : T M → T M is the Lorentz force associated with Ω, i.e. the bundle map uniquely determined by (2) Ω z (v, w) = Y z (v), w g for all z ∈ M and v, w ∈ T z M. A curve γ : R → M, satisfying (1) is called a magnetic geodesic. The equation (1) defines a flow φ t : t → (γ(t),γ(t)) on T M that we call a magnetic flow. It is not difficult to show that the generator G µ of the magnetic flow is
∂v i is the generator of the geodesic flow. Note that time is not reversible on the magnetic geodesics, unless Ω = 0. When Ω = 0 we obtain the ordinary geodesic flow. We call the triple (M, g, Ω) a magnetic system.
It turns out that the magnetic flow is the Hamiltonian flow of H(v) = 1 2 |v| 2 g , v ∈ T M with respect to the symplectic form β = β 0 + π * Ω, where β 0 is the canonical symplectic form on T M and π : T M → M is the canonical projection. Magnetic flows and magnetic geodesics were first considered in [3, 2] . Since the magnetic flow preserves the level sets of the Hamiltonian function H, every magnetic geodesic has constant speed. In the current paper we fix the energy level H −1 (
), i.e. we only consider the unit speed magnetic geodesics. 1 From now on, we assume that ∂M = ∅. Let z ∈ ∂M, S∂M be the unit sphere bundle of the boundary ∂M, we say M is strictly magnetic convex at z if Λ(z, v) > Y z (v), ν(z) g for all v ∈ S z ∂M, where Λ is the second fundamental form of ∂M, ν(z) is the inward unit vector normal to ∂M at z. When Y = 0, this is consistent with the ordinary definition of convexity.
In this paper, we mainly consider the lens rigidity problem for magnetic systems. To define the lens data of a magnetic system, we introduce the manifolds ∂ ± SM = {(z, v) : z ∈ ∂M, v ∈ S z M, ±(v, ν(z)) ≥ 0}.
We define the scattering relation
as follows: given (z, v) ∈ ∂ + SM, L(z, v) = (z ′ , v ′ ), where z ′ is the exit point, v ′ is the exit direction, if exist, of the maximal unit speed magnetic geodesic γ z,v issued from (z, v). Let ℓ : ∂ + SM → R ∪ ∞ be the travel time, which is the length of γ z,v , possibly infinite. If ℓ < ∞, we say the magnetic system (M, g, Ω) is non-trapping. L and ℓ together are called the lens data of the magnetic system. It is easy to check that given a diffeomorphism ψ : M → M fixing the boundary, the magnetic systems (M, g, Ω) and (M, ψ * g, ψ * Ω) have the same lens data. The lens rigidity problem for magnetic systems asks whether the lens data (L, ℓ) uniquely determines a magnetic system up to the natural obstruction above.
The lens rigidity problem is closely related to another rigidity problem, namely the boundary rigidity problem. The latter, also known as the travel time tomography, is motivated by the geophysical problem of recovering the inner structure of the earth (such as the sound speed or the index of refraction) from the travel times of seismic waves at the surface [18, 55] . Mathematically, the ordinary boundary rigidity problem (no presence of magnetic fields) deals with the reconstruction of a compact Riemannian manifold (M, g) with smooth boundary from its boundary distance function d g , where the value of d g : ∂M × ∂M → R at any two boundary points x, y, denoted by d g (x, y), is defined as the infimum of the lengths of geodesics in M connecting x and y. Similarly the boundary distance function is invariant under the diffeomorphism (it is actually an isometry) mentioned above, thus one can only expect to reconstruct g up to the natural obstruction.
There are examples showing that a general compact manifold with boundary may not be boundary rigid, see also Remark 1.6, one needs to impose additional geometric conditions. One such condition is simplicity. A compact Riemannian manifold M is simple if the boundary ∂M is strictly convex and any two points can be joined by a unique distance minimizing geodesic. It is known that on simple manifolds, the boundary rigidity problem and the lens rigidity problem are equivalent [27] . Michel [27] conjectured that simple manifolds are boundary rigid, Pestov and Uhlmann showed that this is true for simple surfaces [39] . In higher dimensions, Stefanov and Uhlmann proved that a generic simple metric is boundary rigid [45] , they also gave stability estimates. See [7, 46, 53] for recent surveys on the ordinary boundary rigidity problem. Rigidity problems for simple magnetic systems were studied in [12, 19] (see the definition of simple magnetic systems there), [13] provided a reconstruction procedure of simple 2D magnetic systems from scattering relations. Rigidity problems for more general Hamiltonian systems were considered in [4] .
On non-simple manifolds, it is natural to consider the lens rigidity problem. Croke showed that the finite quotient of a lens rigid manifold is lens rigid [8] , and the torus is lens rigid too [9] . Lens rigidity also holds on real-analytic manifolds which satisfy some non-conjugacy condition [54] . Stefanov and Uhlmann have shown lens rigidity for metrics close to a generic class of non-simple metrics including the real-analytic ones [48] . Recently, Guillarmou [17] proved deformation lens rigidity for a class of manifolds with hyperbolic trapped sets, including the negatively curved manifolds. He also showed that on surfaces the lens data determines the metric up to conformal diffeomorphism under the same assumptions. However, generally manifolds with trapped geodesics are not necessarily lens rigid [10] . Stability estimates for lens rigidity problem was studied in [5] . Reconstruction of a real-analytic magnetic system from its scattering relation was considered in [20] .
Given a strictly magnetic convex boundary point p, the partial data (or local) lens rigidity problem for magnetic systems is whether we can determine the metric g and magnetic field Ω near p from the (partial) lens data known near S p ∂M. In this paper, we consider the case that g is in some conformal class, i.e. g = c 2 g 0 for some smooth positive function c, where g 0 is known, we want to recover the conformal factor c (also the magnetic field Ω). Rigidity for the full data problem in the same conformal class was proven in [31, 32] for simple metrics, see also [6] . Then it was extended to simple magnetic systems by [12] . Notice that there is no natural obstruction to the unique determination in the conformal case, one expects to recover the system uniquely from its lens data.
Let ι : ∂M → M be the canonical inclusion, (L, ℓ) and (L,l) be the lens data of (c 2 g 0 , Ω) and (c 2 g 0 ,Ω) respectively. Assume that the conformal factor and the tangential part of the magnetic field, i.e. ι * Ω, are known on ∂M near some strictly magnetic convex point p, we get the following local magnetic lens rigidity result. Theorem 1.1. Let n =dim M ≥ 3, let c,c > 0 be smooth functions, Ω,Ω be smooth closed 2-forms and let ∂M be strictly magnetic convex with respect to both (c 2 g 0 , Ω) and (c 2 g 0 ,Ω) near p ∈ ∂M. Assume that on ∂M near p, c =c and
This is the first partial data rigidity result for smooth magnetic systems, and it generalizes local rigidity results from [50] of the geodesic flow. Previously such results are only known in the real-analytic category, see e.g. [25] . In the last section, we will discuss a weaker version of local lens rigidity problem for a general family of smooth curves. Remark 1.2. Notice that our data in Theorem 1.1 contains both the travel time data ℓ and the boundary restriction of c. Here c is necessary for defining the lens data L and ℓ.
Similar to [50] , the main idea of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is a reduction to a local uniqueness problem of the magnetic X-ray transform by applying an integral identity from [43] . However, instead of considering the flow on the cotangent bundle as in [50] , we do all the analysis on the tangent bundle (see Section 2), which turns out to be much more convenient. Our approach even simplifies the original method of [50] for the ordinary boundary and lens rigidity problems.
The geodesic X-ray transform (or tensor tomography) problem is concerned with the recovery of a function or tensor field from its integrals along geodesics joining boundary points, and it is the linearization of the boundary and lens rigidity problems. This problem has been extensively studied in the literature, see e.g. [30, 37, 41, 38, 44, 11, 42, 47, 49, 33, 34, 28, 29, 36] and the references therein. Recent studies of the magnetic tensor tomography problem can be found in [12, 1] . The local tensor tomography problem was considered in [23, 24] for real-analytic metrics, [52, 51] for smooth metrics; the case of magnetic geodesics appears in [52, Appendix] and [56] .
For the ordinary partial data rigidity problems, the reduction mentioned above ends with a local weighted geodesic ray transform of vector functions. It turns out that the local linear problem we need to consider in the current paper is the invertibility of some local magnetic ray transform of the combination of vector functions (related to the conformal factor) and 1-1 tensors (related to the Lorentz force, which can be viewed as a vector of 1-forms) with matrix weights, see Section 2 and 3 for more details. Microlocal analysis of weighted X-ray transforms can be found in [15, 22, 21] for the global problems and [50, 35] for the local problems. Comparing to the papers mentioned above, the matrix weights on the functions and 1-forms are different in our case, it is not an attenuated ray transform as in [35] . Generally the kernel of the X-ray transform of functions plus 1-forms is nontrivial (unless some 'divergence free' condition is assumed), however, since the 1-forms in our X-ray transform satisfy an additional property, we can show that actually the kernel is trivial in our case. This is also one of the contributions of our paper.
We also study the magnetic boundary rigidity problem with partial data. The following boundary action functional on ∂M × ∂M was introduced in [12] which plays the role of boundary distance function for simple magnetic systems
where γ x,y is the unique unit speed magnetic geodesic joining x, y with T (x, y) its length, and α is the magnetic potential (1-form) satisfying Ω = dα. The existence of α is due to the trivial topology of simple systems and the fact that Ω is closed. Notice that the definition of A depends on the choice of α, given any f ∈ C ∞ (M), Ω = dα = d(α + df ). For the local problem, assume p ∈ ∂M is strictly magnetic convex, one investigates the determination of a magnetic system near p from the knowledge of the boundary action functional near (p, p). Notice that given a sufficiently small neighborhood of p in M, we can always assume that it has trivial topology, thus such magnetic potentials always exist locally near p. Moreover, due to the strict convexity, points x, y ∈ ∂M near p can be joined by a unique unit speed magnetic geodesic, therefore we can define a boundary action functional A locally near (p, p).
Note that in the geodesic case, the local boundary distance data is equivalent to the local lens data near a strictly convex point p. However, for magnetic systems, such equivalence only holds between the boundary action functional and the scattering relation [12] . It is unclear that whether one can derive the travel time data (the length of γ x,y ) from A(x, y), except in the case of real-analytic systems [20] . The following rigidity result related to the boundary action functional is an immediate corollary of Theorem 1.1. Theorem 1.3. Let n =dim M ≥ 3, let c,c > 0 be smooth functions, Ω,Ω be smooth closed 2-forms and let ∂M be strictly magnetic convex with respect to both (c 2 g 0 , Ω) and (c 2 g 0 ,Ω) near p ∈ ∂M. Assume that there are 1-forms α andα, satisfying Ω = dα and
Remark 1.4. One needs to know both A and T to reduce Theorem 1.3 to the settings of
The advantage of considering T , instead of ℓ, is that we do not need to know the restriction of the conformal factor on the boundary. On the other hand, it is not difficult to see that one can determine c on the boundary from T .
Another application of Theorem 1.1 is a global lens rigidity result under some foliation condition related to the magnetic flow as follows: Given a compact Riemannian manifold (M, g) with smooth boundary and a magnetic field Ω, we say that M can be foliated by strictly magnetic convex hypersurfaces for the magnetic system (M, g, Ω) if there exist a smooth function f : M → R and a < b, such that the level set f −1 (t) is strictly magnetic convex with respect to (M, g, Ω) from f −1 ((−∞, t]) for any t ∈ (a, b], df is non-zero on these level sets and M \ f −1 ((a, b]) has empty interior. Note that ∂M is not necessarily a level set of f . The next theorem is an analog of [50, Theorem 1.3]. Theorem 1.5. Let n =dim M ≥ 3, let c,c > 0 be smooth functions, Ω,Ω be smooth closed 2-forms and let ∂M be strictly magnetic convex with respect to both (c 2 g 0 , Ω) and (c 2 g 0 ,Ω). Assume that c =c and ι * Ω = ι * Ω on ∂M, and M can be foliated by strictly magnetic convex hypersurfaces for (M, c
The global foliation condition implies non-trapping on f −1 ([t, b]) for any a < t < b, but allows the existence of conjugate points on M. Notice that in [17] trapped sets are allowed, but the manifolds need to be free of conjugate points. In the case of absence of magnetic fields, the condition is an analog of the Herglotz and Wieckert & Zoeppritz condition > 0, see also [50, Section 6] . Examples of manifolds satisfying the foliation conditions are compact submanifolds of complete manifolds with positive curvature [16] , compact manifolds with non-negative sectional curvature [14] , and compact manifolds with no focal points [40] . Our foliation condition defined just before Theorem 1.5 is the corresponding version for magnetic systems.
One can derive similar stability estimates for these rigidity problems as in [50] , however, in the current paper we only deal with uniqueness. Remark 1.6. Theorem 1.5 is regarding the lens rigidity problem. Generally under the foliation condition, the global boundary rigidity problem is not solvable. One example is the unit ball with radial symmetric metric and very large curvature at the center, then it is impossible to recover the metric near the center as no distance minimizing geodesics will reach a small neighborhood of the center.
The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we reduce the rigidity problems to a local X-ray transform problem through a pseudo-linearization. The inveribility of the X-ray transform is shown in Section 3 by using Melrose' scattering calculus. Section 4 consists the proofs of various local and global rigidity theorems. Finally, we discuss a weak version of the lens rigidity problem for general smooth curves in Section 5.
Reducing to a linear problem
First we can determine the jets of c and Ω at any boundary point p at which ∂M is strictly magnetic convex from the scattering relation near S p ∂M. Lemma 2.1. Let c,c > 0 be smooth functions, Ω,Ω be smooth closed 2-forms and let ∂M be strictly magnetic convex with respect to both (c 2 g 0 , Ω) and (c
The proof of Lemma 2.1 was essentially given in [12, 20] , for the sake of completeness we give the sketch here.
Proof. By [20, Lemma 2] , there exist 1-forms α andα in a neighborhood U of p such that Ω = dα,Ω = dα in U and ι * α = ι * α on U ∩ ∂M. Now since ∂M is strictly magnetic convex with respect to both magnetic systems near p, applying [12, Lemma 2.6], the boundary action functional A andÃ (locally defined) with respect to (c
a Ω = ∂ aΩ on ∂M near p for any multiindex a. Note that Lemma 2.6 and Theorem 2.2 of [12] are global theorem on simple systems, but the proof works locally near a strictly magnetic convex boundary point if the local data is given. Moreover, for conformal metrics, the gauge in [12, Theorem 2.2] is trivial.
Similar to [50] , the starting point of the paper is an integral identity first proved in [43] for the usual geodesic flow. Actually the proof of this identity works for general (not necessarily Hamiltonian) flows. Let V,Ṽ be two vector fields on some smooth manifold N (no metric assigned). Denote by X(s, X (0) ) the solution ofẊ = V (X), X(0) = X (0) , and we use the same notation forṼ with the corresponding solution denoted byX. We state the identity here without proof, please see [43, p87] 
One can check that given the metric g, the restriction of the Lorentz force Y on SM uniquely determines the magnetic field Ω, vice versa. From now on, we use (g, Y ) and (g,Ỹ ) to represent the magnetic systems. Note that given any
On the other hand, if we let (z, v) be the initial vector for some magnetic flow (γ,γ) of (g,Ỹ ) with fixed energy level, then generally (z, v) is not on the unit sphere bundle with respect to metricg. Since |v| g = 1, we get thatγ has constant speed |v|g = c 2 |v| 2 
However, for the cotangent bundle, the proof will be more complicated, since both the ∂ z and ∂ ξ terms of V andṼ are different, see [50] . The arguments in the current paper also simplifies the proof of [50] for the geodesic case.
We denote points on the tangent bundle T M by σ = (z, v), then the flow with initial point σ is X(t, σ) = (Z(t, σ), Ξ(t, σ)). Thus the identity (5) is rewritten as
Appling the lens data, note that c =c on ∂M near p by Lemma 2.1, we get the following proposition:
We take the second n-dimensional components of (9) and plug in (6) and (7) to the identity. We assume that both X(t, σ) andX(t, σ) exist for t ∈ [0, ℓ(σ)]. We get (10)
for l = 1, 2, · · · , n and any σ ∈ ∂ + SM if the two systems (g, Y ) and (g,Ỹ ) have the same lens data at σ. Actually we can integrate over s ∈ R after extending the magnetic geodesics. To see this, by Lemma 2.1 any smooth extension of (g, Y ) near p ∈ ∂M is also a smooth extension of (g,Ỹ ), we denote the extended manifold by M , thus we can assume outside M near p, (g, Y ) = (g,Ỹ ), which means V =Ṽ outside M near p. So the integrand of (10) vanishes for s / ∈ [0, ℓ(σ)]. Now we do more analysis of the term V −Ṽ .
We denote lnc c = h, then
Let exit times τ (z, v) be the minimal (and the only) t ≥ 0 such that X t, (z, v) ∈ ∂ − SM. They are well defined near S p ∂M if ∂M is strictly magnetic convex at p. We write (z, v) = X(s, σ), then
As we have extended the system outside M near p, τ is smooth near S p ∂M on S M . Thus we get
c 2 ) n×n are two smooth matrix weights, ϕ = ( viewed as a vector of 1-forms) . Hence I AB is a matrix weighted magnetic ray transform of the combination of vector functions and 1-forms. Notice that by Lemma 2.1, ϕ and Φ vanish outside M, the integral is actually on a finite interval.
In particular, since
T vu − vu = 0. Note that the vector v ∈ T z M has unit length, i.e. vgv T = 1, we get that 2vu = vu, so vu = 0. Since gBu = 2gv
T vu − u = u, this implies that u = 0. Thus the matrix function B is invertible on S M (with respect to g).
Now we have reduced the lens rigidity (non-linear) problem to the following magnetic ray transform (linear) problem:
for magnetic geodesics close to the ones tangent to ∂M at p, does that imply [ϕ, Φ] = 0 near p?
We will show that the answer to above question is affirmative in the next section, actually it holds for weights A, B more general than the specific ones of (11).
3. Injectivity of the weighted ray transform 3.1. A scattering ΨDO and its kernel. Now let ρ ∈ C ∞ ( M) be a boundary defining function of ∂M, so that ρ ≥ 0 on M. Suppose ∂M is strictly magnetic convex at p ∈ ∂M, then given a magnetic geodesic γ on M with γ(0) = p,γ(0) ∈ S p ∂M, one has [52] we consider the functionx(z) = −ρ(z) − ǫ|z − p| 2 for some small enough ǫ > 0, which makesx strictly magnetic concave from U c = {x ≥ −c} ⊂ M for some sufficiently small c > 0. Here | · | in the definition ofx is the Euclidean norm, since we are considering (local) rigidity problems near p, it is well-defined under some initially chosen local chart near p. Let x =x + c, the open set we will work with is
with compact closure. For the sake of simplicity, we drop the subscript c, i.e. U c = U, O c = O.
One can complete x to a coordinate system (x, y) on a neighborhood of p, such that locally the metric is of product type g = dx 2 + g y where g y is a metric on the level sets of x. For each point (x, y) we can parameterize magnetic geodesics through this point which are 'almost tangent' to level sets of x (these are the curves that we are interested in) by λ∂ x + ω∂ y ∈ T U, ω ∈ S n−2 and λ is relatively small. Given a magnetic geodesic γ with γ(0) = (x, y), which is parameterized by λ∂ x + ω∂ y (i.e. γ x,y,λ,ω (t) = (x ′ (t), y ′ (t))), define
dt 2 x ′ (0). In particular, α(x, y, 0, ω) > 0 for x small by the concavity of x. Furthermore, it was shown in [52] that there exist δ 0 > 0 small and C > 0 such that for |λ| ≤ C √ x (and |λ| < δ 0 ), x ′ (t) ≥ 0 for t ∈ (−δ 0 , δ 0 ), the magnetic geodesics remain in {x ≥ 0} at least for |t| < δ 0 , i.e. they are O-local magnetic geodesics (exit O from ∂M) for sufficiently small c. Note that [52] considers geodesics, but the settings work for general curves, see the appendix of [52] .
Following the approach of [52, 51] , let χ be a smooth non-negative even function on R with compact support, and
Id n×n , we consider the following operator, for F > 0,
with
where g sc is a scattering metric, locally it can be written as g sc = x −4 dx 2 + x −2 h(x, y), here h is the metric on the level sets of x. The local basis for the scattering cotangent
, and its dual sc T U, scattering tangent bundle, has the local basis x 2 ∂x, x∂y 1 · · · x∂y n−1 . Comparing with the exponentially conjugated operators introduced in [52, 51] , we add an additional conjugacy W . This additional conjugacy helps to make N ij , i, j = 1, 2 of the same order, see Lemma 3.1. Similar idea appears in [35, 56] . From now on, we assume that both A and B are smooth invertible matrix-valued function on SU, and B is even on the momentum variable, i.e. B(z, v) = B(z, −v). We will show that N AB is an elliptic scattering pseudodifferential opeartor (see [26, 52, 51] for more details) for such choice of A, B.
It is well known, see e.g. [12, 15] , that the maps
is the blow-up of M at the diagonal z = z ′ . Similar to [52] , we can also use (x, y, |y ′ − y|,
) as the local coordinates on Γ + (suppχ×[0, δ 0 )) for small δ 0 ; and analogously for Γ − (suppχ×(−δ 0 , 0]) the coordinates are (x, y, −|y ′ −y|, −
). Indeed, this corresponds to the fact that we are using (x, y, λ, ω) with ω ∈ Σ n−2 , instead of S M , to parameterize curves, when |y ′ − y| is large relative to x ′ − x, i.e. in our region of interest. As we want to study the scattering behavior of the operators N AB up to the front face x = 0, we instead apply the scattering coordinates (x, y, X, Y ), where
Under the scattering coordinates It was shown in [51] that under the coordinates (13) and the scattering tangent and cotangent bases
and
From now on we denote
X+α(x,y,x|Y |,
It is not difficult to see that the Schwartz kernel of N AB has the following form Lemma 3.1. The Schwartz kernel of N AB at the scattering front face x = 0 is
where
In particular, N AB is a scattering pseudodifferential operator of order (−1, 0) on U, i.e. N AB ∈ Ψ −1,0 sc (U). Generally the Schwartz kernel of a scattering pseudodifferential operator has the form x ℓ K with non-zero K smooth in (x, y) down to x = 0. For our case, the zero in the superscript of Ψ −1,0 sc means exactly that ℓ = 0, while the number −1, related to K, has the meaning similar to the order of standard pseudodifferential operators.
3.2. Ellipticity of N AB . To show that I AB is invertible (locally near p ∈ ∂M) on the space {[ϕ, Φ] : ϕ, Φ supported in M, Φ(u), u g = 0, ∀u ∈ T U} (notice that in the nonlinear problem, Φ = Y −Ỹ , since g andg are conformal, we get Φ(u), u g = 0 for any u), we need to study the ellipticity of N AB which consists the main part of this subsection.
First we do some more analysis of the structure of Φ under special coordinates. Notice that to analyze the principal symbol of N AB at some point z = (x, y), we can assume that the basis {∂ x , ∂ y } is orthonormal at z, i.e. the metric g(z) = dx 2 + dy 2 . Under such basis, by the property Φ(u), u g = 0, Φ can be written as an antisymmetric matrix at z. In particular the diagonal of Φ, diag Φ, is zero. Now if we rewrite Φ under the corresponding scattering metric g sc (z) = }), note that we consider Φ as a column vector of n 1-forms, it has the following form, with Φ i j the element on the i-th row, j-th column,
where Θ is a row vector of n − 1 components with transpose Θ T , Φ is again an antisymmetric matrix but with order (n − 1) × (n − 1). In particular diag sc Φ is also zero under the scattering basis.
Above discussion is under special coordinates, in general if we consider Φ as a (1, 1)-tensor under the basis
}, or equivalently as a bundle map Φ :
sc T U → T U, it satisfies the following equation (17) Φ(P u), u g = 0 for any u ∈ T U, where P u := P (u
(x∂ y ). Note that (17) works for any g = dx 2 + g y . We are interested in the asymptotic behavior of the principal symbol of N AB acting on (z, ζ) ∈ sc T * U. Since U is a manifold with boundary, there are two types of asymptotic behaviors. First we consider the symbol at the fiber infinity of sc T * U, i.e. as |ζ| → ∞, this corresponds to the standard principal symbol as usual. Since the Schwartz kernel of N AB is smooth in (x, y) down to x = 0, it suffices to investigate the principal symbol at fiber infinity of sc T *
, at fiber infinity of the scattering cotangent bundle sc T * U.
Proof. The analysis of the principal symbol of N AB at fiber infinity is quite similar to the standard microlocal analysis, i.e. the analysis of the conormal singularity of the standard principal symbol of N AB at the diagonal, X = Y = 0, see e.g. [51, Lemma 3.4] . Following the discussion above, we only need to study the behavior at the scattering front face {x = 0}. Changing the coordinates (X, Y ) → (|Y |,S,Ŷ ) withS = X/|Y |, in view of the compact supported χ, the leading order behavior of the Fourier transform of K AB as |ζ| → ∞ is encoded in the integration of it, after removing the singular factor |Y | −n+1 , along the orthogonal equatorial sphere corresponding to ζ, i.e. those (S,Ŷ ) with ξS + η ·Ŷ = 0. Notice that in this case, the extra vanishing factor |Y | in S =S − α|Y | can be dropped, thus the principal symbol of N AB is essentially of the following form 
Now to prove the ellipticity of N AB , it suffices to show that there is (S,Ŷ ) ∈ ζ ⊥ ∩ (R × S n−2 ) such that χ(S) > 0 and Bϕ +SΦ 0 +Ŷ · Φ ′ = 0 (notice that A is invertible). We prove by contradiction, assume that for any (S,Ŷ ) ∈ ζ ⊥ ∩ (R × S n−2 ) with χ(S) > 0,
, which implies thatSΦ 0 +Ŷ · Φ ′ = 0 and Bϕ = 0. As B is invertible too, we get ϕ = 0.
On the other hand, considering the n × n matrix Φ as in (16), we can find n − 1 linearly independent elements from the set {(S,Ŷ ) : ξS + η ·Ŷ = 0, χ(S) > 0} (here we need the dimension n be at least 3, if n = 2 the set might be empty) such that SΦ 0 +Ŷ · Φ ′ = 0, by the linear algebra, this implies that Another type of asymptotic behaviors is at finite points of sc T * ∂U U, i.e. at (z, ζ) ∈ sc T * U with z ∈ ∂U, which defines the boundary (or scattering) principal symbol. Again, such behavior is uniform for z sufficiently close to ∂U due to the smoothness of the Schwartz kernel on z.
, at finite points of the scattering cotangent bundle sc T * U.
Proof. The boundary principal symbol is given by the (X, Y )-Fourier transform of K AB . In order to find a suitable χ to make N AB elliptic, we follow the strategy of [52] , namely we do calculation for Gaussian function χ(s) = e −s 2 /(2F −1 α) with F > 0. Here χ does not have compact support, thus an approximation argument will be necessary at the end. The calculation of the Fourier transform of K AB with Gaussian like χ is similar to [52, Lemma 4 .1] and [51, Lemma 3.5] . It is not difficult to get that the boundary principal symbol of N AB , σ sc (N AB ), is a non-zero multiple of
Similar to Lemma 3.2, to prove the ellipticity, it suffices to show that there isŶ such that B(0, y, 0,Ŷ )ϕ − 
Now by the fact that the diagonal of Φ = (Φ i j ) vanishes under the orthonormal basis at z = (0, y), we conclude that Φ = 0, which is a contradiction. This establishes the ellipticity of N AB for Gaussian like χ. Moreover, one can derive the following lower bound for the principal symbol
Finally by an approximation argument, one can show that there exists a compactly supported even function χ on R, close to a Gaussian function, such that N AB defined by such χ is still elliptic as desired.
Combining Lemma 3.2 and 3.3 gives the following ellipticity result
3.3. Injectivity of I AB . Proposition 3.4 essentially proves the local invertibility of the operator I AB acting on the space
Given Φ ∈ T * U n , we denote sc Φ ∈ sc T * U n the expression of Φ under the scattering cotangent basis. We decompose N AB as W 
Notice that the elliptic estimates above have no error terms due to the localness nature of the problem, see also [52 
Injectivity of the non-linear rigidity problems
We prove the main rigidity results for both the local and global non-linear problems in this section.
4.1. Lens rigidity. We first prove the local magnetic lens rigidity and its application in the global case.
Proof of Theorem 1. Proof of Theorem 1.5. The proof is essentially using the layer stripping argument as in [50] , however, since ∂M is strictly magnetic convex, it is not necessary to be a level set of the foliation f , and ∂M ∩ M \ f −1 ((a, b]) might not be empty. A similar case was considered in [35] for ordinary geodesics.
It is not difficult to see that
From now on we denote supp(c −c) ∪ supp(Ω −Ω) by K. Since supp(c −c) and supp(Ω −Ω) are compact, the infimum actually can be reached, i.e. K ⊂ f −1 ((−∞, τ ]) and K ∩ f −1 (τ ) = ∅. We claim that τ ≤ a. First, since ∂M is strictly magnetic convex with respect to both magnetic systems, by Theorem 1.1 there exists an open neighborhood U of ∂M in M such that K ⊂ M \ U (it also implies that τ < b). Assume τ > a, since c =c and Ω =Ω in f −1 ((τ, b]), by taking the limit we have that c =c and Ω =Ω on f −1 (τ ) too. Thus f −1 (t) is strictly magnetic convex with respect to both systems for t ≥ τ . Now let b] ) until they hit ∂M in positive and negative finite times. Moreover, since L =L, ℓ =l and (c
, it is easy to see that γ z,v andγ z,v exit f −1 ((−∞, τ ]) in the same time (denoted by s), and (γ z,v (s),γ z,v (s)) = (γ z,v (s),γ z,v (s)) ∈ ∂ − S f −1 ((−∞, τ ]) , i.e. the lens data of (c 2 g 0 , Ω) and (c 2 g 0 ,Ω) on ∂ + S f −1 ((−∞, τ ]) are equal near S p f −1 (τ ) . Then Theorem 1.1 implies that c =c and Ω =Ω near p. We apply the result to all p ∈ K ∩ f −1 (τ ) (note it is closed) to conclude that there exist some κ < τ such that K ⊂ f −1 ((−∞, κ]), which is a contradiction, so τ ≤ a.
Thus b] ) with empty interior, by smoothness this implies that actually K = ∅ and c =c, Ω =Ω on M.
4.2.
Boundary rigidity with travel time data. Now we prove the local boundary rigidity result with the help of the travel time data.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Since A =Ã near (p, p) , by the argument of [12, Lemma 2.1], c =c, Lemma 2.5] implies that L =L. Now as mentioned in Remark 1.4, T =T near (p, p) is equivalent to ℓ =l near S p ∂M, note that c =c on ∂M near p. Thus the uniqueness result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1.
Lens rigidity for general smooth curves
The method discussed in section 2 and 3 can be applied to the study of the lens rigidity problem for more general systems. We consider smooth parametrized curves γ, |γ| = 0, satisfying the following equation
We call the collection of such smooth curves, denoted by G, a general family of curves.
Note that if G ≡ 0, G is the set of usual geodesics; if G is the Lorentz force corresponding to some magnetic field, then G consists of magnetic geodesics. It is easy to see that the generating vector field of G is
Generally curves γ are not necessarily of constant speed (unless G(γ,γ),γ = 0 along γ), and the dependence of G on the second variable v could be non-linear.
Since γ could be of non-unit speed, we should consider the scattering relation defined on T M, instead of SM. We define the following set ∂ ± T M \ 0 := {(z, v) ∈ T M|z ∈ ∂M, v ∈ T z M, v = 0, ± v, ν(z) ≥ 0}.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that any γ ∈ G satisfies the following property: if (γ(s),γ(s)) ∈ ∂ + T M \ 0 for some s, then |γ(s)| = 1, i. for any v ∈ S z ∂M. It is easy to see that the geometric meaning of our definition is similar to the usual convexity with respect to the metric (geodesics). It is also consistent with the definition of the magnetic convexity. Now assume M is strictly convex at p ∈ ∂M with respect to G, we consider the partial data lens rigidity problem near p in a fixed conformal class. As mentioned above, generally G(z, v) depends on v non-linearly, it is not expectable that one can simultaneously recover both the conformal factor c and the bundle map G. In this section, we assume that G is given, we recover c from the lens data. This is somehow similar to the case of the ordinary lens rigidity problem.
Similar to the integral identity (11), we have the following identity for general curves.
Proposition 5.1. Given two systems (c 2 g 0 , G) and (c 2 g 0 , G), assume L(σ) =L(σ), ℓ(σ) =l(σ) for some σ ∈ ∂ + SM, then with invertible matrices A and B. X-ray transforms along general smooth curves were considered in [15] and [52, Appendix] . Notice that γ(s) does not necessarily have unit speed, by reparametrization, there exists a smooth positive function ω on SM such that (21) I AB ϕ(γ) = A(γ(t), ωγ(t))B(γ(t), ωγ(t)) ϕ(γ(t))ω −1 (γ(t),γ(t)) dt = 0, with |γ(t)| g ≡ 1.
Denote the product of the terms other than ϕ in the integrand of (21) by W, which is invertible on SM, thus (22) I W ϕ(γ) := W(γ(t),γ(t)) ϕ(γ(t)) dt = 0.
Such matrix weighted X-ray transform was also considered in [35] for geodesic flows. By similar arguments as in section 3, we can prove that I W is locally invertible. Thus the following weaker lens rigidity result holds for a general family of smooth curves.
Theorem 5.2. Let n =dimM ≥ 3, let c,c > 0 be smooth functions, G : T M → T M be a smooth bundle map and let ∂M be strictly convex with respect to both (c 2 g 0 , G) and (c 2 g 0 , G) near a fixed p ∈ ∂M. Assume that on ∂M near p, c,c has the same boundary jet. If L =L, ℓ =l near S p ∂M, then c =c in M near p.
A global result can be derived also under proper foliation conditions. Notice that in Theorem 5.2 we assume that the boundary jets of c andc are equal. It is unclear that whether one can make the assumption weaker, for example just assuming c =c on ∂M near p. The usual proof of the determination of boundary jets relies on the existence of some 'distance' minimizing functional (not necessarily equalling the travel time) on ∂M × ∂M which satisfies an eikonal equation. However given a general system, the existence of such minimizing functional is unknown. One might want to first consider it on a general family of curves whose induced flow is Hamiltonian.
